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Consider the symmetric positive system of n equations in nz + 2 variables, 
in the corner domain x > 0, y > 0, - cc < xi < 03, with homogeneous data 
on x = 0 and y = 0. The n x a matrices A, B, Ci are symmetric and D is 
sufficiently positive. On the boundary surfaces the matrix coefficients A, B, Ci 
satisfy certain “torsion” conditions. For f with square integrable first-order 
derivatives, the strong solution with first-order strong derivatives is derived 
for the boundary value problem. For less restrictedf, the partially differentiable 
strong solution is established, provided more severe torsion conditions are 
satisfied on the boundaries. Also, the partially differentiable strong solution is 
obtained for the case that the torsion conditions are satisfied on one side of the 
boundary only. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with linear symmetric positive systems of partial 
differential equations in a domain bounded by a corner boundary. Symmetric 
positive systems in a domain with a smooth boundary were introduced and 
investigated by Friedrichs [2] and subsequently by Lax and Phillips [4]. They 
ako included boundaries with corners in very special cases (see also [5]). 
Extensions to admissible corners were provided by Sarason [7, S]. Certain 
restrictions had to be imposed on the corners and on the given operator, 
dictated by the particular techniques being utilized. 
We consider the symmetric positive operator in vz + 2 variables (x, y, 2) = 
(‘? Y, .% ,‘-‘7 GA 
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The summation convention for double indices will be used systematically and 
(1) will be written in the form 
2? = A -&+B “’ + + G + + D. 
All quantities are assumed to be real. 2 operates on n-dimensional vector 
functions 21 = (zli ,..., uJ. The domain under consideration, denoted by 9, 
is the quarter space x > 0, JJ > 0, -cc < zi < co. The boundary consists 
of the two half-planes, S,: x = 0 and S,: y = 0. A, B, and Ci are n x n 
symmetric matrices, and D is an n x ?z matrix. The elements of these matrices 
and their first order derivatives are continuous and uniformly bounded in g, 
the closure of 9. The operator B is positive; that is, the matrix D is assumed 
to be sufficiently positive definite, uniformly in the domain g. The boundary 
matrices 4 and B are restricted on the boundary surfaces as follows. There 
is a pair of diagonal projection matrices Pr and P2 (O’s and I’s on the main 
diagonal) with Pl + P2 = I (I-the identity matrix), such that, on S, , 
A = A, + A, with A, = P,AP, , A, = P,,4P, and such that A, is uniformly 
positive definite in the range of Pl and A, is uniformly negative definite in 
the range of Pz . Similarly, there are diagonal projectors Q1 and Q, , 
Q1 + Q, = I, such that on Ss , B = B, + B, with Bi = Q,BQ, uniformly 
positive definite in the range of Qr and B, = Q,BQ,, uniformly negative 
definite in the range of Qp . 
In this paper we solve the system of equations 
3’~ = Au, + Bu, + Cp,, + Du = f, 
f square integrable in 9, and with the homogeneous data 
(2) 
on S,: Plu = 0, 
on S,: Q1u = 0. (3) 
In Section 2 we derive the strong (square-integrable) solution, with 
square-integrable derivatives, of system (2) with data (3), providedfpossesses 
square-integrable derivatives and the coefficient matrices A, B, Ci satisfy on 
S, and S, additional torsion conditions. These conditions are referred to as 
torsion conditions, since they are always trivially satisfied if the matrices 
involved are diagonal. The principal tool we employ are spaces with norms 
of negative order due to Lax [3], adapted to include boundary values (see also 
Schechter [9]). In Section 3 we replace the negative norms partly by integral 
mollifiers, due to Friedrichs [I], and consider the corner problem, with f not 
necessarily having square-integrable derivatives with respect to all variables, 
but assuming more severe torsion conditions. The partially differentiable 
strong solution is derived-that is, the solution having square-integrable 
derivatives with respect to only some of the variables. In Section 4 we derive 
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the partially differentiable strong solution, if torsion conditions are satisfied 
only on one side of the boundary. 
2. DIFFERENTIABLE STRONG SOLUTIONS 
A vector function w is said to be smooth in G’, if it is the restriction to G!? 
of a Cm function in the whole m + 2 dimensional space (x, y, z) and such 
that w and each derivative of any order approaches zero faster than any 
arbitrary negative power of (9 + ya + C x#/~, in the neighborhood of 
infinity. zu is very smooth in g if it is the restriction to 5? of a Cm function 
with compact support in the whole space. Z& will denote the Hilbert space 
of L, functions in 9, with inner product and norm 
(4) 
wherezl.v=~~v~+...-tu,,~v,,d~dyd~=d~dyd~~...d~~~, 
II u II2 = (% 4. (5) 
The inner product and norm of square-integrable functions on S, and S, , 
respectively, will be denoted by 
DEFINITIO~V 1. u E 2 is a strong solution of the system 2’~ = ft for 
given f E X, with data Plzl = 0 on S, and Qtu = 0 on S, , if there exists 
a sequence of very smooth functions zP, satisfying data (3) and such that 
/I 21 - u(1’) I/ + I[ mu -f 11 - 0 as I’ 4 co. !7) 
The energy integral identity and the resulting uniqueness of the strong 
solution are classical and are reproduced here for the sake of completeness. 
If w is smooth and satisfies data (3), then 
(w, dpw) = (zu, Aw, + Bzq, + Cizu,< + Dw) 
= (Aw, zuz) + (Bw, w,) + (Ciw, wzi) + (20, Dzo) 
= - (-4zu,, w) - (Bw, mu) - (C,zu, wzi) + (w, Dzu) - (g zci, w) 
- 2 zc, zL’) - [Azw, z&, - [B,w, w=jS, ~ 
z 
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Hence the energy identity, 
al3 ac- 
2(w, L?w) = (w, 2Dw - $ w - ___ w - ---L w 
ay i3.z~ 
- [WY 4w1, - [w, %4s, . (8) 
The matrix D is assumed to be uniformly sufficiently positive. In particular, 
the symmetric part of 20 - i%l/ax - aB/ay - X’,jax, is uniformly positive 
definite. Now, A, and B, are negative on S, and S, , respectively. Hence, 
there exists c, > 0 such that (w, 9~) 3 c,, Ij w 1l2. By closure it follows that, 
if u is a strong solution of (2) with data (3), then 
co II 24 /I2 d (% =w = (wf). 
This implies the uniqueness of the strong solution. 
Let Y* denote the adjoint operator 
(9) 
y*=- ax LA--B+Ci+D*. 337 z 
In the same way as above, if smooth v satisfies the adjoint boundary conditions 
on S,: P2v = 0, 
on S’s: Q2v = 0, 
(10) 
then 
co 11 v 112 < (0, B”v). (11) 
We now turn to the existence of the differentiable strong solution. Let Z1 
denote the Hilbert space obtained by completion, in the domain 9, of very 
smooth functions w, under the norm 
II w Ill” = II w II2 + II wx II2 + II WY II2 + 1 II W%( II2 (12) 
and inner product 
(w, 41 = (w, 4 + (% > 4 + (% 9 v,) + (WZj 2 VZJ. (13) 
Xl0 will denote the closed subspace of %I , obtained by completion under the 
norm (12) of the space of very smooth functions w, satisfying data (3), that is, 
Plw =OonS,andQ,w =OonSa. 
DEFINITION 2. u is defined as a dz$@entiable strong solution of system (2) 
with data (3) if u E Zlo and 9’~ = f. 
Clearly, a differentiable strong solution is a strong solution. 
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It will be convenient, for later purposes, to change Definition 1 of strong 
solutions to the following definition, which is readily seen to be equivalent 
to the original one. 
DEFINITION 1’. u E 2 is a strong solution of system (2) with data (3) if 
there exists a sequence of functions zc(‘) E X10 such that 
Ii _Lpdr) -fll + 11 uLr) - 2~ /i -+ 0 as r -+ 802. 
We now introduce the torsion conditions on S, and S, . We recall that, 
on S, , A, = P,AP, is uniformly positive in the range of PI and 9, = P+lPz 
is uniformly negative in the range of P? . It follows that the quadratic form 
a . A,a - b . A,b - ci . A,ci is uniformly positive in the components of PIa, 
P,b, and P&. ,4 similar relationship can be deduced on the surface S, . 
However, the presence of the corner requires a stronger degree of positivity 
of the matrices involved. 
DEFINITION 3. 
(a) 9 is said to satisfy the torsion condition on S, if on this surface the form 
a . d,a - b . A,b - ci . A,ci + 2Pla . BP,b + 2P,a . CiP.# (14) 
is uniformly positive definite in the components of PIa, P,b, P&. 
(b) Y satisfies the torsion condition on S, if on this surface the form 
a B,a - bB,b - ci . B,ci + 2Q,a . 4&b + 2Q2,a . CiQaci 
is uniformly positive definite in the components of Qra, C&b, &ci. 
We note that the torsion conditions are analogous, though not equivalent, 
to a condition by Sarason [8] in his work on elliptic regularization. 
Remark. If on S, the matrices B and Ci are diagonal, then the torsion 
condition is trivially satisfied, since then PIBPz = 0 and PICiPz = 0. 
A similar situation holds on S, . For this reason the above conditions are 
referred to as torsion conditions. illso, the torsion conditions are independent 
of the matrix D and are therefore independent of any positiveness requirement 
of D. 
THEOREM 1. If D is unifornz~ su..ciently positive in 58, if L? satis@ on S, 
azd S, tke torsion conditions (a) and (b) of Dejim’tim 3, and if f E Zl , L?WE 
there exists a difJerentiable strong solution of 9pu = J&h data (3). 
For the proof we utilize the spaces with norms of negative order, in the 
form introduced by Lax [3]. Details can also be found in [6]. We consider 
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negatively normed spaces with appropriate boundary values. 20, will denote 
the dual space of HI0 over X. (The superscript O in 20, is to indicate that 
we consider the dual of X1”.) A%“~~ is constructed as follows. 
The inner product in Z’, (v, w), v E%‘, zu E Pie, satisfies \(zJ, zu)j < 
jj ZJ 11 I/w/I < jj v I/ /I w Iii. Hence, (v, w), for fixed v, is a bounded linear 
functional over Xi0 and there exists therefore a unique p E Zi” such that 
(74 4 = (P, 41 - 
The negative norm of v is defined as 
II ZJ II-1 = IIP Ill * 
(15) 
(16) 
GP’~ is the space obtained by completion of the elements of X under the 
norm (16). The following properties of Z”r are deduced in [3] and, more 
generally, in [6]. If v E&?, then I/ 21 11-i < jl ZJ I/. &“i is isometrically isomor- 
phic to Zi” under the mapping generated by (15). Under this isometric 
isomorphism, %?I becomes a Hilbert space with the inner product defined by 
where vi , vug E Ztl correspond respectively to p, , p, E %i’J. The inner 
product in Z can be extended boundedly to functions v E #:I and zu E Zlo 
satisfying the generalized Schwarz inequality 
Ih 41 < II v II-1 II w Ill * (17) 
Furthermore, we have the Lax representation theorem, which states that 
every bounded linear functional, h(v), over the functions v E Xc’, can be 
represented uniquely by 
44 = (V> PTA Ph E &“. (18) 
We now consider the space Y” of very smooth vector functions vanishing 
in some neighborhood of S, and S, . Our main goal is to show that for all 
s E Y” and fixed f E Z1 there exists a constant ki (depending onf), such that 
I(f, s)I < k, II Z*s 11-i . By a completion process and the representation 
theorem the proof of Theorem 1 will then be established. 
LEMMA 1. For s E Y” andgiven constant 01 > 0, there exists a smooth vector 
function t, satisfying the conditions 
and such that 
P$ = 0, P& = 0, on s, 
Q1t = 0, Qzt, = 0, on s, 
(19) 
s = CA - t,, - t,, - t vi - (20) 
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Remark. The constant OL > 0 is at our disposal for later purposes. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We extend the definition of s to the whole space in the 
folIowing way. Across x = 0, the components Pls are extended as odd 
functions and the components P2s as even functions. Across y = 0, the 
components Qls are extended as odd functions and the components Qas as 
even functions. s is now a very smooth vector function in the whole space. Let 
s”(t, 7, <) denote the Fourier transform of s(x, y, z). Define 
and let t be the inverse Fourier transform of f. It is readily seen from the 
elementary properties of the Fourier transform that t is smooth and that 
a? - t,, - t,, -i t,.,. = s. Also, the odd and even extensions of the 
components of s acres; the surfaces S, and S, imply that t satisfies conditions 
(19). This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Next> we evaluate (_Ep*s, t), where s E Y”, and t is the smooth function 
corresponding to s from Lemma 1. We apply integration by parts. Since s 
vanishes in some neighborhood of S, and S, and t satisfies condition (19) 
it follows that 
(A??, t> = (s, La) = (LA - t,, - t,, - tztzi , a> 
We now apply energy identity (8) and boundary conditions (19) to the various 
terms of the above identity. Further, we denote 
K = D - g(aajax + aBjaiv + ac,laxi). 
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It follows that 
The matrix D (and, hence, also K) is sufficiently positive in 9. It follows that 
there exists k, > 0, such that 
(11 a el II t /I2 + ko (II tr /I2 + II t, /I2 + c II tzs r). 
Now, on S, , A, is uniformly negative in the range of P2 , and Pit = 0. 
A similar situation holds on S, . It follows that there exist constants K, > 0, 
k, > 0, such that 
WI b & Ill t lll2s, + a2h III t lll”s, . 
di” satisfies torsion conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 3, and t satisfies 
boundary conditions (19). Hence, 
and 
WI 3 4 (III tz Ill”, + Ill t, lll:I + 2 I// tz* lllq 
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It remains to estimate /{V‘,i and [{VIjj f rom above. To this end we use the 
constant LX > 0, which is still at our disposal. OL is chosen so large that 
and also 
This choice of cy. is possible, since the coefficients k, , k, , k, ) in the estimates 
of {I> - (IV), are independent of a. We combine the above estimates and 
denote k = min(&Gk, , &k, , $a2kl , $k, , $a2k, , -&kz). Then 
We drop a number of boundary terms (which we do not need) from the right- 
hand side of (21) and apply the generalized Schwarz inequality to the left-hand 
side. It follows that 
Hence, we obtain the principal inequality, 
(11 t IIf + 111 t, jII$ + ljl t, jil$)1’2 < k-l 11 8”s /~-.1  Gm 
For s E -Y”, let Y = LPs. The vector functions P form the space PO, which 
is a subspace of 9”). It follows from (11) that j/ s 11 < c;l // L?*s I/ = c$ [I 7 jj- 
Hence, r comes exactly from one function s, and this one-to-one mapping 
from go onto Y” is linear. Consider (s, f), wheref G A$ is the right-hand side 
of the given system A??u = 5 Sincef E X1 I it follows thatfis square integrable 
on S, and S, . Hence, 
(hf) = (a2t - t,, - t,, - tzizi ,jj 
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It follows from (23) and (22) that 
where klf and kf are positive constants depending on j; but are independent 
of s. (s, f) is a linear functional over the functions s E P’O. From the one-to-one 
linear relationship between r = J?*s and s, it follows that (s, f) is also a linear 
functional, denoted by Z(T), over the functions r E PO. (24) implies that 
I @)I < k, II r II--l (25) 
We complete the space p” under the - 1 norm (16), and obtain the space 
G@‘~ , which is a closed subspace of Zyl and, hence, is itself a Hilbert space. 
It follows from (25) that Z(r) can be extended as a bounded linear functional 
over &:I and (25) continues to hold. There exists therefore 4 E p”r, such 
that Z(r) = (Y, 4)-r for all Y E &!r. It follows from the Lax representation 
theorem that there exists a function zc E Zr”, such that, for all v E &@r , 
(v, 4)-r = (v, u). Therefore, for all Y E &!r , Z(r) = (r, U) and, for all s E 90, 
(~,f) = Z(.JZ*s) = (Z*s, u). Since zc possesses square-integrable derivatives 
and s vanishes in a neighborhood of S, and S, , (Z?*s, zc) can be integrated 
by parts, changing it to (s, 9~). Hence, (s,f) = (s, 2~). Since the functions 
in 9O are dense in 2, we conclude that Zu = f. Therefore, the vector 
function u E Zr” is the differentiable strong solution of the given system 
satisfying data (3). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We consider next some consequences of Theorem 1. In particular, we show 
the existence of the strong solution of the given problem for all f E 2. Also, 
we obtain the identity of the weak and strong solutions under mild additional 
restrictions on 8. 
COROLLARY 1. If Y satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and f E 2, then 
there exists the (unique) strong solution of _Lpu = f, with data (3). 
Proof. Since the space *I is dense in 2, it follows from Theorem 1 that, 
for v E Zzo, the range of Yv is dense in X. The energy inequality (9) implies 
that dp has a bounded inverse on this range. Specifically, 11 v 11 < c,” 11 gv 11. 
Hence, there exists a sequence of functions v(~) E Xl0 and u E %, the strong 
solution, such that I/ -?z?zP) - f/i + [I v(‘) - ~11 + 0 as r + co. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
*HI0 will denote the closed subspace of X1, obtained by completion under 
the norm (12) of the space of very smooth functions w, satisfying the adjoint 
boundary conditions (lo), that is, Pp = 0 on S, and QBw = 0 on S, . 
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DEFINITION 4. The function u E L@ is a weak solution of 9u = f, f E Z, 
with data (3), if for all v E *Xi0 u satisfies (9*~, u) = (u, f). 
Weak solutions, in the terminology of Sarason [7] are called M-weak 
solutions. 
We now adjust the positivity condition and torsion conditions of Theorem I 
to apply to LP. The positivity of D and, hence, also of 
K = D - +(ZA/%X + aisi?~~ + ZC,/aZ.i) 
is determined by the estimate of the quantity {I}. In the domain 9, the 
quadratic form 
q . Kq + a . Ka + b . Kb + ci . Kci 
is required to be uniformly positive definite in the components of 4, at 6, ci. 
It is readily seen that for dp* the matrix K* replaces K. The positivity 
condition for 9* is, therefore, that in 9? 
a-4 
-a *----a-a 
ax 
.%+a.!?$i 
b’ 
- ci aA .-a-ci.~b-ci.$f-ci 
axi 1 L 
is uniformly positive definite. 
Condition (27) is not necessarily always equivalent to (26). However, a 
uniformly sufficiently positive matrix D will imply (26) and (27) simultane- 
ously. 
DEFLNITION 5. 
(a) 9 is said to satisfy the adjoint torsion condition on S, , if on this surface 
a * A,a - b . A,b + ci . A,ci - 2P,a * BPzb - 2P,b . CiPIci 
is uniformly positive definite in the components of PIa, Pzb, PId. 
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(b) 3 satisfies the aa$int toTsion cotzdition on S, , if on this surface 
a . B,a - b . B,b + ci . B,ci - 2Q,a . AQ,b - 2Q,b . CiQlci 
is uniformly positive definite in the components of Qla, Q,b, Q#. 
We note that, if Theorem 1 is applied to 9* with adjoint boundary 
conditions (IO), then the torsion conditions are replaced by the adjoint 
torsion conditions. 
THEOREM 2. If 9 satisJes both unifom positiwity condztions (26) and (27) 
and both the torsion conditions of Dejinition 3 and the adjoint torsion conditions 
of Definition 5, and if f E X, then weak solutions of 9u = f with data (3) aye 
also strong solutions. 
Proof. Since 3’ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, it follows from 
Corollary 1 that the given problem has a unique strong solution u. Next we 
show that this strong solution is also a weak solution. Let &) E ZIo be the 
approximating sequence of u in Definition l’, and let 3 E *sIo. Then 
(zi, f) = (~1, 9~) = lim(v, A?&)) = lim(J?*V, 26’)) = (JZ*v, 24). 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show the uniqueness of the weak solution. 
Let u. E X be such that (S*V, uo) = 0 for all v E *ZIo. The assumptions 
on 9 are such that the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for 9* with adjoint 
boundary conditions (IO). Hence, the range of dp*v is dense in %, and there- 
fore u. = 0, which proves the uniqueness of the weak solution. 
The torsion conditions and the adjoint torsion conditions are in general 
not equivalent, due to the presence of terms involving the matrices Ci . 
The restrictions on 9 in Theorem 2 leading to the identity of weak and 
strong solutions are therefore more severe than the restrictions in Corollary 1 
which imply the existence of the strong solution. We can eliminate the terms 
containing Ca from the torsion conditions, thereby reducing the torsion and 
adjoint torsion conditions to equivalent forms. This will be done in the next 
theorem, dealing with the identity of weak and strong solutions. We emphasize, 
however, that this reduction of the torsion condition may increase the 
positivity condition imposed on 9. 
DEFINITION 6. 
(a) 9 is said to satisfy the reduced torsion condition on S, , if on this 
surface a . A,a - b . A,6 + 2P,a . BPzb is uniformly positive definite in the 
components of PIa, P,b. 
(b) 9 satisfies the reduced torsion condition on S, , if on this surface 
a . B,a - b . B,b + 2Q,a . AQ,b is uniformly positive definite in the com- 
ponents of Qla, Q,b. 
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THEOREM 3. If $P satisfies the reduced to&OR conditions (aj md (b) of 
DejGzition 6, then. there exists a real number X, , such that, for X > X, ~ the 
system 
(LP+tI)U =f, fE% P3z 
with boundary conditions (3), has identical (unique) ,weak and strortg solutions. 
Proof. We note first that the reduced torsion conditions are equivalent to 
the conditions with 2P,a . BP,b and 2Q,a . AQ,b replaced by -2P,a BP,b 
and -2Q,a * dQ,b, respectively. Next we introduce a contraction factor for 
the xi variables. We set xi = sr//3, where p > 0 is at our disposal. Denoting 
A’&, y, si) = A@, y, q/P), th e g iven system (28) transforms into 
(2’ + hI)u = A’u, + B’u, + C& + (D’ + hI)u =f’. 
p > 0 is now chosen so small that the reduced torsion condition for 9 
imply both the torsion and adjoint torsion conditions for 8’. Specifically, 
this results in the uniform positiveness on S, of both forms, 
a . Ala - b . A,b - ci * A& + 2P,a . BP,b + 2/3P,a * CiP,ci 
and 
a . 4,a - b . A,b + ci . A,8 - 2Pla . BPzb - 2/3Pzb . C,P,c”, 
with a corresponding situation holding on S, , 
A, is now determined so large that both positivity conditions (26) and (27), 
corresponding to 8’ + X,1, are satisfied. In terms of the given system (2X), 
the choice of A, is such that for X > A, we have the uniform positiveness, 
in 9, of the forms 
q - (K + hl)q f Q - (K + hI)a + b . (K + hI)b f 1.5 . (K -/- AI) ci 
Theorem 2 is now applicable to the operator 8’ + AI and therefore the system 
(8’ + XI)u = f’ with data (3) has identical weak and strong solutions. The 
same result now also holds for the system (9 + XI)u = f. This completes 
the proof. 
In Theorem 3 the positivity condition depends on the torsion conditions 
in the sense that A, depends on the contraction factor l/,6. We also note that 
this theorem complements the results of Samson [S] in which he derives, by 
elliptic regularization, the differentiable strong solution of the system (28). 
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3. PARTIALLY DIFFERENTIABLE SOLUTIONS 
We now investigate the solution of the system L?u = f, satisfying data (3), 
with f having square-integrable derivatives with respect to x and y, but not 
necessarily with respect to the variables xi . Whereas Corollary 1 assures the 
existence of the strong solution in this case, it provides no information about 
the differentiability of the solution. The purpose of this section is to derive the 
differentiability of the solution with respect to x and y only. Further, by 
replacing the part of the negative norm related to xi , with integral mollifiers, 
we can weaken the positivity condition imposed on the given operator. This 
will demonstrate that the degree of positivity of L? is related to the differen- 
tiability of the solution. 
For the purposes of this section we now assume that the matrices Ci are 
functions of the variables xi only, but are independent of x and 3’. It is 
assumed further that 
P,C,P, = 0 and QlCiQz = 0, i = l,..., m. (29) 
Since the matrices Ci are independent of x and y, the assumption that (29) 
holds on S, and S’s , respectively, implies that both parts hold identically in 
all of g. In addition, we assume the reduced torsion conditions of Definition 6. 
However, it follows from (29) that now the reduced torsion conditions are 
equivalent to both the torsion conditions and the adjoint torsion conditions. 
We introduce the space A$, obtained by the completion of smooth 
functions w under the norm 
II w IIf2 = II w II2 + II wx II2 + II 5% II2 (30) 
and inner product 
(3 42 = (WY v> + (w+ , 4 + (WV, %). (31) 
es is the closed subspace of &‘& obtained by the completion, under the 
norm (30), of the smooth functions w which satisfy P,w = 0 on S, and 
Qrw = 0 on S’s . %@ia is the dual of Xi2 over X, constructed in the same 
way as so1 was constructed as the dual of Zlo over %. The norm and inner 
product in #“rs are denoted by 11 II-is and ( , )+a , respectively. The proper- 
ties of ZE1s parallel those of so, . In particular, the inner product in 2 
can be extended boundedly to functions v E ZFrs, w E St2 such that 
l(a, WI < II EJ IL-12 II w 1112 . The representation theorem now states that 
every bounded linear functional over A“!rs can be represented uniquely by 
g(v) = (% PA, P, E =7e2 
The following is the main result of this section. 
(32) 
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THEOREM 4. Let the matrices Ci be independent of x, y and also subject to 
restrictions (29). If D . IS su $ ciently positive, uniformly in 9, if 8 satis$es the 
reduced torsion conditions of DeJinition 6, and ;ff E Slz , th.en the strong solution 
of .Su = f with data (3), possesses square-integrable derivatives with respect 
to x and y. 
Proof As previously considered, let s E Y”. (Recall that Ye is the space 
of very smooth functions vanishing in a neighborhood of S, and S, .) We now 
construct the smooth function t, satisfying condition (19), that is, on S, : 
Pit = 0, Pztz = 0, and on S, : pit = 0, _02tu = 0, and such that 
s = cc?t - t,. - t vy . (33) 
The construction is similar to that in Lemma 1, except that now i = 
s”l(a2 + t2 + r2). t is the inverse transform of E We now compute (3%~ t) 
utilizing the assumption that the Ci are independent of X, y and satisfy (29). 
p*s, t) = (s, Lit?) = (a3 - t,, - t,, ,8t) 
= qt, St) + (cc , -%z> + (tY , Yt,) 
+ (t” ’ $g tz) +(t” 3 $- b) + (t”) y-- ,z 4 
+ (t” ’ $$ t”) +(h 9 +g f’) + (t,, T t) + [t, ) At,], 
From this it follows that 
w*s, t) = {I} + {II} + (III) + (IV) + iv) + (VI), 
(1) = qt, Kt) + (cc 9 JR) + (h 2 %) 
OrI) = [t, , Dtlsl + [tg , Dt]s2 . 
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These terms are now estimated in the same way that the corresponding terms 
were estimated in Theorem 1. The uniform sufficient positiveness of D 
yields the estimate from below of (I}. F rom the negativeness of A, and B, and 
the reduced torsion conditions follow the estimates from below of {II}, {III), 
and {IV). 01 is chosen sufficiently large, which results in the estimates from 
above of /{V>] and \{VI}I. From these estimates it follows that there exists 
k > 0 such that 
411 t IIf2 + Ill t Ill”, + Ill CT Ill”, + Ill t, lll2s, + Ill t lll%z + Ill he I& + Ill t, lll2s,) 
< w*s, t> < II g*s II-12 II t Ill? - 
From this we get the principal inequality of this section, 
(II t IIf2 + Ill t, Ill”, + Ill t, lll:2Y2 G k--l II L?*s IL2 - (34) 
Forf E G& , it follows from (34) that 
I( = lh2t - cm - 4J?/ Tf>l 
= I ~“@>f) + (t, >fZ) + (t, Lf,> + PLZ Lb, + P?l Jls, I 
< Ml t IIf2 + Ill cc Ill2s, + Ill 4/ ll12s,Y2 
< 4 II 2”s II-12 . 
Therefore, (s,f) is a linear functional over the functions Y*s, bounded in 
the - 12 norm. From this it follows, using the same reasoning as in Section 2, 
that there exists ZI E St2 , such that 
(s,f) = w*4 4 (35) 
The function u, equipped with the required x and y derivatives, is a weak 
solution. To show that it is also a strong solution, we could appeal to Theo- 
rem 2, since restrictions (29) and the reduced torsion conditions clearly 
imply the torsion conditions and the adjoint torsion conditions in Theorem 2. 
However, this would have the effect of increasing the positivity condition on D 
to satisfy both (26) and (27). These conditions are stronger than the condition 
on D in the present proof, leading to the estimate of the quantity {I}. Specifi- 
cally, this condition states that the form 
t3A 
q*Kq+a-Ka+b-Kb+a-xa+a -gb+b- +b +6+-a 
(36) 
is assumed to be uniformly positive. 
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We shall show that the weak solution u of (35) is a strong solution, without 
increasing the positiveness of D beyond conditions (36). We utilize the integral 
mollifiers due to Friedrichs [l], but confine the mollifiers only to the xi 
variables. Letj(cr) be an infinitely differentiable nonnegative function of the 
single variable G, with support in the interval -1 < u < 1 and such that 
JTlj(u) do = 1. A&(x - Z) is th e TZ x II diagonal matrix, with all elements 
on the main diagonal equal to E+~ ~~==,j(+a~ - zJ). J&‘~ is the integral 
mollifier, mollifying in the ,zi directions, operating on vector functions n E 2, 
,wEv = /- M&z - z) v(x, y, z) d% 
‘-CC 
and the adjoint mollifier 
"42-,% = 
J 
MJZ - x) v(x, y, z) ds. 
--m 
We have the following well-known properties of the mollifiers. 
and 
Now, if s E 9’0, then also J&‘~*s E Y” and (35) implies that (-A@~*s,~) = 
(.Z*J&‘,*S, u). Since u E z@;%, the operator 2?*&2’,* can be shifted to the 
right and 
(s, AfJ) = (s, (9*.&,*)*u), (37) 
where 
(9*JkTc*)* u = J&&&2) + k?‘Q%$/) + (- & c&f,*)* u f dH$h) 
with the notation A = A(x, y, n), and (-iX’&!,*/&,)* is the integral 
operator with the kernel -aA&(z - Z) Ci(x, y, %)/a%~~ . 
Since the functions s E 90 are dense in A?, (37) implies that 
(~*dA?E*)“u = J&J. (38) 
Our next purpose is to show that l~(9*v~~“)*~ - L?J&‘,u 11 --+ 0. We write 
symbolically 
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The second equality holds since the matrices Ci and IME commute, and the dot 
denotes that the derivative does not apply to the right of the dot. Also, 
Therefore, 
We can now apply the basic result of Friedrichs [l, Lemma 141, from which 
we can conclude that Il(a(C, - C,)&JZ& 11 -+ 0 as E -+ 0. Also, 
/I JH&&u,) - A(~$)Z 11 = 11 Aq&J,) - Ad&p, [I 
< 11 dAf&%&J - Au, 11 + 11 AA& - Au, I/ -+ 0. 
Similarly, 
II Jw%) - B(Jf$& II -+ 0 and 11 A$24 - Dkp 11 -+ 0. 
Combining these estimates implies that II(-Ep*~fl~*)*u - YJ&‘~u I] -+ 0. Since 
11 dk’ef - f II + 0, it follows now from (38) that jj ~J&‘~zc -f II ---f 0. Further, 
u E Z1a implies that JZGu E Xi0 and /I &,u - u )/ -+ 0. This completes the 
proof that u is a strong solution of 9u = f with data (3). 
4. ONE-SIDED TORSION CONDITIONS 
We now consider the corner problem, with the torsion condition satisfied 
only on one side of the corner, say S, . However, additional restrictions have 
to be placed on the matrix coefficients, in particular on the matrix A. 
In this section it is assumed that A depends on the variable x only and is 
independent of y and xi . It is also assumed that for all x 
P,AP, = 0 and QIAQz = 0. 
The torsion condition is now of the following form: 
(39) 
a . B,a - ci . B,ci + 2Q,a . CiQzci (40) 
is uniformly positive on S, , in the components of Qia, Q&. 
We note that, if we introduce a contraction factor for the zi variables, as 
this was done in Section 2, then the terms involving C, in (40) may be made 
arbitrarily small and hence can be dropped. This will then clearly eliminate 
this torsion condition. However, the positivity condition on D will be 
increased, at a rate depending on the contraction factor. The results of this 
section will therefore apply also to operators 8 that do not satisfy torsion 
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conditions, provided the present assumptions about A and the increased 
positivity condition are satisfied. 
Let Z2 denote the Hilbert space obtained by completion of smooth func- 
tions w under the norm 
II w II: = II w IV + II qJ II2 + c II W,$ /I2 (41) 
and inner product 
(w, 40 = (3 v) + (WV, v,) + (wzt , .u,.) (49 
Functions in c%?~ possess square-integrable y and zi derivatives, but not 
necessarily the x derivative. 
Xs” is the closed subspace of ti2 , obtained by completion under the norm 
(41) of smooth functions w, satisfying on S, the data Q1w = 0. Zy, is the 
dual space of Zzo over 3?. The norm and inner product are denoted by 
Ii II -a and ( , )-2 . In complete analogy with the previous sections we have the 
representation theorem, that every bounded linear functional e(u) over Zy2 
can be uniquely represented by e(v) = (ZI, p,), p, E YGo. 
THEOREM 5. If ll is su$kk&y positive, uniformly in 2, if A depends only 
on x and satisjies (39), and if torsion condition (40) is satis$ed on S, , then for 
f E Z2 there exists a strong solution u E X2 of the system 2u = f zuith data (3). 
Proof. We denote by Y;O the space of very smooth functions s, such that s 
vanishes in some neighborhood of S, and the components of P,s vanish 
near S, . (No restrictions are imposed on Pls on S, .) 
For s E 9a” we construct the smooth function t satisfying the data, on 
S, : P2t = 0, on S’s : Qlt = 0, Q&, = 0, and such that s = & - t,, - tzizi . 
The existence of t is derived as follows. s is extended to the whole space as a 
veiy smooth function in the following way. $2,~ is extended as an odd function 
and C&s as an even function across y = 0. Pas is extended as an odd function 
across x = 0. The extension of Pls is arbitrary. t is the inverse Fourier 
transform of f/(2 + q2 + C 5:). W e evaluate the expression (&%, t)? 
making use of the assumption that &4/S = 0 and &I/&, = 0. 
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Since on S, t, = Q& and t.g = Qlt, , it follows from (39) that [t, , LZ~,],~ = 0 
and this term can therefore be dropped. Next, 
[s, &I, = [a”t - t,, - G(,(  A,t]sl 
= “V> &Is1 + Pu > 4GLsI + [hi , A&l, + s, ns. t, * 4,t dk 1 2 
(39) implies that Js,ns, y t * A,t dz = 0 and this term will also be dropped. 
The above identities now yield, as in the previous sections, that (s*s, t) = 
-!?I + {II> + {III) + {IV) + WI + {VI}, where 
01 = qt, Kt) + (tu , fq) + (t,$ , Kt,J + (t” , $- tg) 
m = (f” > +$ t) + (&, -g t), 
The estimates of these terms proceed in a way similar to the estimates of the 
corresponding terms in the previous sections. From the uniform sufficient 
positiveness of D follows the estimate from below of (I). From the positiveness 
of A,, the negativeness of B, , and the torsion condition (40) follows the 
estimate from below of {II}, (III), and (IV}. cx is then chosen sufficiently large, 
resulting in the estimate from above of ]{V}j and I(V Hence, there exists 
K > 0 such that 
XII t I!; + III t Ill”s, + Ill t, Illi + 1 Ill t,< 1112s, + Ill t lll2s, 
+ Ill t, lll2s, + 1 Ill hi lll$ d (y*& 0. 
Therefore, 
WI t 11; + Ill t, Ill”,> < w*s> t> < II Jz*s L-2 II t II* 3 
and hence the main inequality of this section, 
(II t 11; + Ill q/ ,ll%y2 < h-l II 2”s L-2 * (43) 
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The functions s in Ya” satisfy the adjoint boundary conditions (10). It 
follows from (11) that, for f E %a , (s, f) is a linear functional of 9*s. This 
functional is bounded in the -2 norm, since it follows from (43) that 
It now follows from the representation theorem for Zta that there exists 
u E Xa” such that 
(S,f) = (Le”s, u). (44) 
The function zc, possessing the required y and xi derivatives, is a weak 
solution. It remains to show that this solution of (44) is also a strong solution. 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 are not applicable to the present circumstances, 
since the torsion conditions are not assumed on both sides of the boundary. 
Instead, we introduce mollifiers with respect to the x variable and with 
different displacements of the support of the elements of the kernel, deter- 
mined by the given data on S, . N&x - %) is the YZ >( n diagonal matrix 
E-lj(E-y,x - E) - 2) PI + c5’(e”(x - z) f 2) Pz . 
JV; is the integral mollifier with the kernel IV, , 
and the adjoint mollifier 
rm J(*, zzz 
1 
N,(% - x) v(%, y, x) d%. o 
4’; and A$* possess the previously stated properties. From the different 
displacement of the support of the elements of the kernels it follows that 
PIN& and Pz,A~*v vanish in a neighborhood of S, . 
Now, if b is smooth and vanishes in a neighborhood of S, , then 
&*b E 9a” and it follows from (44) that 
(cA;*b, f) = (sY*M<*b, a). (45) 
Since u E XzO, the operator LP*MC* can be shifted to the right, and 
(b, J$‘;f) = (b, (L??*Jr/“*)*~~j, 
where 
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with the notation B = B(%, y, z), and (-Z&q*/&)* is the integral operator 
with the kernel -aAJ,(x - 5) A(Z)/&. S’ mce the functions b are dense in Z, 
it follows that 
(P&*)*u = Jg. (46) 
We now write symbolically 
The last equality follows from the fact that (39) implies that the kernel N, 
commutes with A. We also have that 
r 
A~A~~---B~J~.~=--ABJ~.*. 
*” 
Hence, 
The lemma of Friedrichs [I, Lemma 141 is again applicable here, and we 
conclude that 
/I&LA)<+. 
Furthermore, 
Similarly, 
II ci(Jlr4*i - Jl/;G‘iuZi II -+ 0 and (I DJYIU - N, Du 11 -+ 0. 
Hence, II S&U - (P*Jl/;*)*u II + 0. It now follows from (46) that 
II ,EpJ$ -fII+O. Finally, u~&$~implies that ~l/;u~#~~and]lJ’$ -u/+0. 
Therefore, u is a strong solution of ZY = f with data (3). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5. 
We conclude by showing the existence of- strong solutions, under the 
assumptions of this section, for all f E Z. Indeed, Theorem 5 implies that 
the range of 2’~f/;u, u E 2a0, is dense in &a and hence dense in 2’. Also, 
it follows from (9) that 9 has on this range an inverse, bounded in the norm 
of 2. From this follows, a final corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If f satisjes the conditions of Theorem 5, and if f E S, 
then there exists a strong solution of L?u = f with data (3). 
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